
B R E A T H E ,  L A U G H  &  L O V E  Y O U R  W A Y  T O  A  B E T T E R  L I F E

PRAGITO DOVE

ARE YOU READY TO TRANSFORM?
Are you unintentionally deterring business prospects? Are you not

connecting as much as you would like with potential clients? I show

my clients and audiences how to change their energy vibrations and

mindset so that money and abundance flow naturally and easily. We

can change our money blueprint and recondition our minds for

automatic abundance, learn to use Spiritual Laws to create real

world success and think differently than we have before.

 

I provide the foundations of Abundant Living and help define a new

reality and lay out a plan for creating success. Attendees leave with

a plan for a better, brighter future that comes from their ability to

master their mindset and take inspired action. This enables them to

break through glass ceilings, which have limited them thus far.

SIGNATURE TOPICS
ADOPT POSITIVITY & LAUGH YOUR WAY TO THE BANK

Cultivate camaraderie and trust with others so they want to work

and collaborate with you

Unleash your creativity and make more money

Learn how laughter increases productivity

Discover the power of laughter meditation for real world success

LAW OF ATTRACTION: WISDOM FOR BUSINESS 
& PERSONAL SUCCESS

TRANSFORM OBSTACLES INTO OPPORTUNITIES

Attract your ideal clients to increase business growth

Deliberately practice The Law of Attraction so you can easily

magnetize what you want

Create greater financial abundance

Attract more of what you want & less of what you don’t want

Turn every challenge into a new success

Transform doubt into confidence

Accelerate through plateaus that hold you back

Achieve greater focus and balance

Be empowered to magnetize the life of your dreams



PRAGITO DOVE, M.A.

Tucson, AZ, USA • 1-520-639-6187

Pragito@DiscoverMeditation.com • DiscoverMeditation.com

linkedin.com/in/pragitodove • facebook.com/pragitodove • Twitter/Instagram: @pragitodove

View Videos on YouTube (bit.ly/PragitoDoveYT)

TESTIMONIALS
“Pragito kept the audience entirely engaged with her organized

content and classic humor. She radiated fluent delivery and grace.

I encourage any organization to take advantage of her powerful

oratory skills.“

▬ Marcie Harris, Program Director, UCSF 2020 Women’s Health 

   Conference

"Wow! I thoroughly enjoyed your presentation. Not only did you

impart great wisdom with your depth of knowledge in the area of

the Laws of Attraction, you had the entire audience feeling most

invigorated, charged up, and confident we could conquer the

world! You are a compelling, inspiring, motivational speaker.”

▬ Syndi Seid, National Association of Women Business Owners 

   (NAWBO) Chapter President (past)

"Pragito Dove has an incredible talent to teach individuals about

meditation. Finding it, personally, really hard to quiet my mind, I

learned techniques during Pragito’s presentation that I can

immediately integrate into my busy life. Pragito’s presentation style

is filled with humor, grace and serenity. I strongly suggest that

organizations and individuals hire her to bring happiness,

productivity and ‘inner peace’ to their staff and workplace.”

▬ Yvonne Basten, Managing Director, eWomenNetwork, Calgary 

    North/East, Alberta, Canada

CONFERENCES & ORGANIZATIONS


